NUIX 7.8
Simpler Workflows, Super Performance

Nuix 7.8 delivers simpler workflows for common tasks such as finding communication patterns between people,
hunting for personally identifiable information, analyzing mobile devices, and conducting incident response and
insider threat investigations. This release gives you super performance in big data scenarios including highvolume optical character recognition (OCR) and working with very large compound cases.
The Nuix 7.8 release includes updates to Nuix Workstation, Nuix Web Review & Analytics, and Nuix Enterprise
Collection Center. It improves speed and efficiency within Nuix products and working across the Nuix toolset.

THE NUIX ADVANTAGE
WITH NUIX 7.8 YOU CAN:
•

Quickly visualize and navigate communication patterns
between people and their connections to evidence items
using the new communications data canvas

•

Build massive compound cases using Elasticsearch
and search across the entire corpus of data in one go

•

Automate and streamline the process of sweeping data
repositories for personally identifiable information, to
help comply with privacy and data protection regulations

•

Quickly conduct forensic collections using Nuix Enterprise
Collection Center following security or insider threat
alerts from Nuix Adaptive Security

•

Enjoy improved capabilities for importing mobile
device data and forensic images.
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Look who’s talking, and what they’re talking about, with the
communications canvas in Nuix Web Review & Analytics.
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NUIX WORKSTATION

NUIX ENTERPRISE COLLECTION CENTER

Custom named entities for capturing personally identifiable
information. Using Nuix Data Finder technology, you can
automate the capture of personally identifiable information
(PII) using our built-in named entities or create your own.

Streamlined incident response. Using Nuix Adaptive Security
(www.nuix.com/edr) to identify and triage security issues,
security analysts can now perform a forensic full-disk image or
selected data collection on the target endpoint with Nuix
Enterprise Collection Center, and make that data available for
investigators in Nuix Workstation. We’ve built collection scripts
for common tasks such as incident response, insider threat, and
compliance investigations.

More choices for Elasticsearch. This release allows you to
create compound cases in Elasticsearch, combining existing
cases into a single repository for cross-case searching and
analysis. You can also install Nuix with an embedded
Elasticsearch database that you don’t need to configure
or manage.
Faster, easier optical character recognition. You can increase
the speed, hardware utilization, and convenience of optical
character recognition (OCR) by running OCR in the background
while performing additional tasks and using a different
processor core for each page of a document. We’ve upgraded
to the most recent version of ABBYY software for faster, higher
quality OCR extraction.
Reintegrate text and PDFs. If you have text or PDF files
created from Nuix case items by other software, for example
external OCR or translation applications, Nuix Workstation
can automatically reincorporate this data into the original
items, either replacing the existing content or appending it
to each item.
Improved mobile device forensics. This release includes
support for MSAB XAMN and XML and version 7.1 of MSAB
XRY; deduplication within XRY and Cellebrite forensic reports;
and more robust extraction of Android devices using the
Nuix Imager.

Collect data selectively based on content. Nuix Enterprise
Collection Center can now filter data to collect using keyword
lists or regular expressions. You can conduct rapid and targeted
data collections for information governance and compliance
use cases.
Collect directly to Amazon S3 buckets. Nuix Enterprise
Collection Center can collect data directly to Amazon S3
cloud storage rather than to a local disk. This is useful for
situations such as remote or on-site collections where local
storage is limited.

NUIX WEB REVIEW & ANALYTICS
Communications data canvas. Send communications data—
including emails, documents, texts, and chat messages—to the
canvas interface to see who is talking to whom and what about.
Narrow your scope with keyword searches or by focusing on the
people who communicate most often; and view the contents of
attachments to build a layer of intelligence into the case.
Improved thread and family item navigation. We’ve
improved the interface for reviewing families of items such
as email threads and conversations so you won’t get lost
while navigating.

Learn more about Nuix 7.8.
www.nuix.com/demo

Nuix understands the DNA of data at enormous scale. Our software pinpoints the critical information organizations need to anticipate,
detect, and act on risk, compliance, and security threats. To learn more visit www.nuix.com.
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